STRATEGY GUIDE

A crisis innovation guide
How leading and learning will make
your business future proof
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Report Overview: Unprecedented periods
of crisis offer unprecedented opportunities
for action
The Covid-19 crisis has changed society and the economy in long-lasting ways. Businesses
are now facing unprecedented challenges and constraints as we enter into uncharted
territory. The pandemic has left even the best-prepared companies struggling to stay
afloat.
However, while uncertain times like these can be unnerving, they also offer opportunities
to those who dare to innovate. Successful companies will be those who take immediate
action and adapt their business models to the new normal.
While leaders may be forgiven for failing to predict a crisis of this scale, their response to
the inevitable aftershocks of the crisis is very much in their own hands. In this report we
focus on the human behavior angle, how we lead and learn, and how we deal with taking
action or not.
This report will help you to prepare for the turbulent period which awaits your company. It
is constructed around multiple scientific and opinion articles, interviews with researchers,
and input from various webinars and conferences and provides an overview of the latest
talking points of the COVID-19 crisis.
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Economic Implications of Covid-19

The Covid-19 crisis, has put a serious strain on our economy, caused a rise in
unemployment and called into question the adequacy of numerous systems
(health, education, finance). 1.
Companies across a wide range of industries are facing challenges posed by
the introduction of new restrictions to slow the spread of the virus. These
challenges include a drop in product demand due to consumer safety
concerns, supply and production constraints, HR headaches (layoffs and
WFH) and political instability. According to a recent study, 85% of companies
reported that the crisis had a negative impact on their financial revenue. 3.
Leaders find themselves frantically putting out fires to resolve short-term
issues while attempting to weigh up long term options amidst a climate of
uncertainty. 2.
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Why did we not see this coming?
The lockdown announcement came as a surprise to most of us. Journalists have
been employing words like “unprecedented” and “unparalleled” to capture the
the sense that this was a universal crisis that came out of nowhere.
But was the pandemic really unforeseeable? Could we have done nothing more
to prepare for it? What can we learn from our failures that will better prepare us
for the crises of the future?
Michele Wucker, economy analyst specialised in crisis anticipation, suggests that
the Covid-19 pandemic should be classified as a high-impact grey rhino crisis.
Unlike black swan crises which are next to impossible to predict, grey rhino
crises are highly probable.
Just like previous grey rhinos (Hurricane Katrina and the 2008 financial crisis),
Wucker explains that the warning signs were there but we failed to react in time.
This, she claims is down to the fact that our economic and incentive systems
are set up to ensure short term success and rewards. These systems, she
argues, need to be reformed if we are to respond to crises further down the line.

“Leaders spend their time putting out
bushfires but fail to see the tornado

Her advice is simple: act fast (because there is no other option), stay downwind
and adopt a long term vision.
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Why we fail to prepare for disasters
A Psychological Perspective

“Climate change is a crisis of mammoth
proportion, which by comparison
makes Covid-19 look like a sandbox in
the Sahara "

“We fail to evacuate when advised. We rebuild in flood zones. We don’t wear helmets. We fail to
purchase insurance. We would rather avoid the risk of “crying wolf” than sounding an alarm.”
Mankind’s inability to prepare for crises is baffling. This is precisely what authors Robert Meyer and
Howard Kunreuther wished to explore in their book ‘The Ostrich Paradox”. We had been warned in
explicit terms about the threat of a respiratory virus with pandemic potential, yet we chose to adopt
‘willful blindness’ rather than to prepare for the fight.
The inaction of others only served to reinforce our own apathy a phenomenon that psychologists
refer to as ‘normalcy bias’ or ‘negative panic’.
These issues simply must be addressed if we are to survive crises of the future. It is alarming to
think how slowly we learn and what other signals we might be ignoring.
Covid-19 has shaken society to its core but there are many more potential crises waiting for us
around the corner with a destructive potential far exceeding Covid-19. We’re talking political shifts
and major IT breeches. Not to mention climate change, a crisis of mammoth proportions, which by
comparison makes Covid-19 look like a sandbox in the Sahara.
In business we see no difference, it is complacent and there is only proper action once the crisis is
already there.
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The New Normal
Over the past month, we have witnessed somewhat of a “return to normality”. However, the lasting effect of the
Covid-19 pandemic is clear for all to see: facemasks, hand sanitizer, working from home and the apparent death of
physical B2B interactions. 1.

As society begins to start up again, companies are noticing that their customers’ behaviour has changed or that they
are no longer interested in purchasing their products.
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The New Normal
From low touch to high touch
Most experts suggest that the “low touch economy” is the new normal and that it will take
years before we see a full recovery. Even then, the landscape of the post Covid-19 world lies
blurry on the horizon. 1.
We believe that what will follow may be better described as a high touch economy: one in
which personal touch screens will increase in importance and where society as a whole will
become increasingly empathetic with regards to our planet, social systems and health. The
crisis has also taught us that we cannot live without physical human interactions. This is
something that cannot be substituted with video calls and will return to our societies
assuming the threat of COVID-19 has been eradicated.
It may well be the case that your business model no longer fits the emerging paradigm and
that it will need to be adapted to changing markets and customer needs. Recognizing this is
the first step but the tricky part is understanding how you can adapt your innovation
strategy from survival mode to success.

The Low touch economy is characterized by low touch
interactions, health and safety measures, new consumer
behavior and irreversible industry shifts 1.
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An Important consideration for your
Innovation Strategy:
Adopt two Parallel Strategies
Innovation is about identifying opportunities in the market, understanding customer needs and
developing a solution to meet those needs in a profitable and sustainable way.
However, the current economic climate may be considered an ephemeral, transitory period,
laden with instability and uncertainty. Depending on the outcome and duration of our
subsequent battles with the coronavirus, the landscape of the future could look very different.
It is therefore essential for companies to adopt two parallel innovation strategies: one which
focuses on putting out fires in the short-term (change) and responding to current market
needs and another based on a long-term vision, which may include incremental changes that
better prepare your organisation for the challenges of the future (transformation).
This will give your organisation the best possible chance of surviving and thriving into the next
decade.
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CHANGE

Status Quo

Fix & improve

New wanted
position

Creating

New Future
Wanted Position

TRANSFORMATION
Vision of
the future

Source: Rock ’n Change

ComPassIon
The below ComPassion model was designed to help you to accelerate your change process and align your long- and short-term
innovation strategies. Like a compass, it will guide towards where you want to end up while emphasizing the importance of
showing passion towards employees, clients and the planet. Consider some of the following actions in the table.

Reinvention (transformation) Survival (change)

Position

Navigate

Analyse your organisation on cost savings, protecting
employees, stresstest your financial position and engage with
clients.
Optimise the core of your organisation.
Map your portfolio according to the short - mid - long (70-20-10 rule) or
use our worksheet (page 20)
Acknowledge that you tend to focus on short-term challenges and neglect
long-term challenges
Define what your slowly declining business (melting core) is. Signals are in
changed client behavior, competition, growth formula doesn’t work)
Reinvent your core business

Immediate actions
Start massive digital transformation initiatives
Kill procedures that are unproductive in Work from Home settings
Connect with customers deeply
Communicate straightforward and show employees future horizons
Offboard employees as ambassadors, and do not lay-off
Stabilize your supply chain
Embrace vulnerable employee groups (extraverts, expats, singles)

Start now
Launch in 3-6 months : Shape and launch new business models & digital
supplier and client services
Communicate future horizons

Start in 2 months
New processes, products and services to launch in 6 - 9 months
Start five 90 days strategic projects on digital transformation
Grow financial buffers for a next crisis
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2. SURVIVAL MODE
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Should Survival Mode Include Innovation?
The shock of the coronavirus has triggered survival mode in many companies.
Too busy putting out fires and making financial cuts, countless businesses
have put a halt to their innovation projects. For example, in Germany we have
seen companies reducing cooperation and research projects, which could
have a negative impact on competitiveness 1
According to a recent study, the number of companies planning not to invest
in innovation has gone up from 8% to 25% since the beginning of the crisis!
When we consider that 96% of innovation projects fail to make a return on
investment, this would appear to be a logical move. Should innovation still be
high on businesses’ priority list in the current climate ?
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Should Survival Mode Include Innovation?
Should innovation still be high on businesses’ priority list in the current climate
?
The simple answer is yes. Now more than ever, companies need to innovate,
starting with the core of their organisation in order to remain relevant. A crisis
like this is a facilitator rather than an inhibitor of innovation. It creates a climate
of opportunity that innovators everywhere have been waiting for! 1.

Considering the number of ‘white spaces’ that have opened up in the wake of
Covid-19, exploration and experimentation will be more fruitful than ever.
Defunding innovation would therefore constitute a series of missed
opportunities.
It is less a question of if, and more a question of what and how you should
innovate.

Lessons learned from the 2008 financial crisis
A study by McKinsey in 2019 reported that the companies who survived the
2008 recession tended to be those who invested early in the crisis. 1.
Companies would be well-advised to learn the lessons of the previous economic
crisis and take note that the innovators of today emerged from the 2008
economic crash. A research by BCG show a similar pattern (see image).
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Survival

Learning Lessons from other companies
There are already plenty of companies who have taken the lead since the
beginning of the crisis. Following the initial emergence of Covid-19, most
companies were forced into change - offering remote work, changing work
structures and providing digital learning opportunities. Some companies were
lucky enough to benefit from an increased interest in their services like Zoom
and TikTok, but others were forced to innovate and shifted their entire
production line to adapt to changing customer needs.
These temporary success stories started with proactive leaders identifying
how the competencies and resources at their disposition could be used to
meet the new needs of a confined and concerned consumer base. 1. They
provide us with proof that acting fast and innovating in times of crisis brings
success.
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Learning Lessons from other companies
Auping
A Dutch company specialised in the production of beds, changed it’s
Logitech
production line to respond to the country’s urgent need for face masks.
It
The webcam manufacturers were fortunate to
produced enough masks to meet almost 25% of the nation’s acute medical
benefit from a global increase in the number of
masks needs in record time.
remote workers. The rapid increase in product
demand was supported by effective mobilisation
of the workforce leading to impressive financial
growth figures.
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VentilatorPal
The former manufacturers of LED emerged
during the height of the coronavirus
outbreak in response to an acute shortage
of ventilators. The company, managed to
produce a low-cost ventilator in just a couple
of months.

3. Innovating During the Crisis
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Strategy Assess Your Current Situation
Areas
Before you get to the innovation drawing board, it is first of all essential that
you gain a thorough understanding of the challenges and opportunities that
your organisation is facing.

1. Product - products and services you deliver value with
2. Process - organizational systems, structures

We are not in a high roll poker game. There is no need for irrational, heat of
the moment, ‘all or nothing’ moves. It is all about growth and that should
remain your key focus.

3. Organisation - leadership, learning, culture
4. Ecosystem i.e. your interaction with sources external to your
organisation such as the market, partnerships, stakeholders.

The starting point here is to make a clear distinction between 4 areas of
innovation. Many are used to three base on the horizons model. We based our
model on the Big Picture - Grazer Innovationmodel (Hans Lercher), since there
is a crucial distinction to make in disruption. This is on one hand the creation
of entirely new markets and on the other deeply effecting existing markets.
Visionary leadership is required for both, the difference lies in the fact that

Activities & Ambition
A. Advance - (or alter) incremental improvements to current
features or processes

new structures require entirely new ecosystems. This type of disruption is
exceptional, and should functions on its own, separated from the core. This
will bring you deeper insight into which tasks can be accomplished within the

B. Boost - Substantial enhancement to products or processes

organization and which ones need to be done in a hybrid, outsourced or

C. Challenge - Innovation required to face profound market or
organization impact. Deeply affects existing structures.

externalized way. In this model we consider 4 activities (what are we doing
now) and ambitions (what do aspire) of change based on the impact of that
change:

D. Disrupt - Innovation resulting in new markets, new products,
an entirely new organisation. Creates new structures.
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Strategy Assess Your Current Situation and portfolio
Use this worksheet to assess the extent of innovation required across various aspects of your business.

ACTIVITY & AMBITION
low

high

internal

Advance

Boost

1.Product

AREA

2. Process

3. Organization

4. Ecosystem
external
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Challenge

Disrupt

Strategy Creating your Innovation Strategy
Devising an effective strategy is an essential first step in achieving your goals.
ECOSYSTEM

The next sections will provide guidelines on how you can innovate your
organisation in response to four key challenges:
ORGANISATION

1. Product: Your challenge is product demand and your financial position is
critical
2. Process : Your challenge is to come up with new ways of working in the
current situation
3. Organisational structure: Your challenge is to keep the organisation
together and to build a workforce that enables you to deliver value to your
customers
4. Ecosystem: Your challenge is to adapt to a changing market with new
competitors and keep with new trends

PROCESS

PRODUCT
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Product Actionable Guidelines on how to innovate your
Product

Combining the Board of Innovation’s Impact and Strategy framework with the Innovation Puzzle Framework proposed by
Step 1: Understand the problem.
Forbes Leadership Strategy expert Tendayi Viki, we have put together a four-step guide to help you innovate your product:
1. If you have experienced a decrease in demand for the product or service
you offer, you need to get straight to the drawing board.
2. Start by analysing and redefining customer pains and gains.
3. How has the pandemic changed the underlying customer need that your
product or service addresses? How long will it take for the market to
recover?

Step 2: Create the right solution for customer pains and gains
The underlying need is still there?
4. If the underlying need that your product addresses is still relevant (e.g.
entertainment is still an ongoing customer need that needs to be
satisfied), see if it can be replaced by an alternative offering, which
achieves the same end goal for your current customer base.
5. This requires an in-depth understanding of the competencies and
resources available to your company and how easily the shift can be made.
The underlying need is no longer there?
6. Consider switching to a different customer segment or a new product
(white space exploration)
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Product
Actionable Guidelines on how to innovate your Product
Step 3: Business Model Development
1. Identifying and developing a marketable product is not enough to
guarantee success
2. Developing a profitable business model is of utmost importance and this
requires taking into account potential costs, constraints and future
obstacles.
3. You need to think about how you can find the right channels and partners
to create value for your customers while bearing in mind how these may
be affected by the aftershocks of the pandemic.
Step 4: Growth
4. The key word here is sustainability.
5. You need to scale your business model, remove bottlenecks and develop
marketing tools to help you acquire and retain customers.
6. You need to adopt HR strategies that will nurture the talent in your
company and help employees to develop the right skill sets.
7. As a leader, it is essential to maintain a long-term vision and prepare for
future challenges and opportunities.

“Think about looking beyond the immediate
opportunities of existing customers and markets, and
take a mid- to long-term view on how you can
proactively identify new and emerging market
opportunities.” Steve Blank
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Process
A Unique Opportunity to Restructure
The Covid-19 pandemic forced many companies to implement immediate,
disruptive changes that they had not planned for. It has loosened
organisational structures and provided a means for trying out untested
strategies, structures and policies.
Now that we are exiting the trial period, it is the time to assess which of these
changes have worked and which ones have not. Positive changes should be
integrated into your culture and systems, those that are ineffective or no
longer relevant should be removed. Take advantage of this unique opportunity
to redefine how your organisation is run and build a structure that is agile,
profitable and futureproof.
How you can get the engine back up and running through effective crisis
leadership, agility and talent development? Read on for ideas about how to
create an organisation that moves quickly to design new ways of operating
with new types of roles and work.
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Process
Embrace the Digital Transformation
The Covid-19 crisis has led to a series of abrupt changes to the way we work.
The most visible change has been working from home. This has put an end to
rush hour commutes, reduced the time we spend in meetings and accelerated
the transition towards digital communication.
The workforce has been rapidly digitised and we have begun to recognise the
value of digital technology. However, after transferring traditional office
routines and processes to the online setting, we have begun to realise that
they no longer make sense and that there is a need to change those routines.
Jef Staes, innovation expert and author of the bestseller ‘My Organization is a
Jungle’ explains that for now we are witnessing the old way of working
getting a “digital upgrade”. What we need, however, is a change of working-,
learning- and management- styles that are more adaptive to our new
working environment. Technology should be then be used to support these
new styles.
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Process Embrace the Digital
Transformation
So what has working from home meant for employee productivity?
Wim Gijselaers, Professor in Learning and Development in Maastricht
University explains that in many cases, an increase in working from home
during lockdown has improved employee job satisfaction and productivity.
Gijselaers explains that this enhanced employee productivity during
lockdown may be attributed to the increased focus that employees have on
their role. He suggests that the relative absence of office politics might also
be a reason, but that the extent to which this is caused by moving work to
digital is not clear.
On a less positive note, Gijselaers warns of the consequences of the lack of
informal communication that has resulted from the closing of offices. “Coffee
machine interactions” between colleagues have profound social and
economic benefits and are important catalysts for innovation. Their absence,
he explains will only be to the detriment of the organisation. We need to find
a way to integrate the social, human aspect into the emerging digital
processes if we are to maximise the benefits.
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Organisation
8 tips for leading in a crisis
The organisation is a system of people, resources and their processes and culture that together
deliver value to people, organisations and planet. The organisation is steered by leaders.
“Leading is about guiding people into the future despite its risks and uncertainties”1.
The importance of effective leadership intensifies during periods of crisis. Now more than ever,
it is essential to innovate, adapt and inspire resilience in your team. After reviewing some
literature on effective crisis leadership, we have compiled a list of key advice to help you guide
your organisation clear of future turbulence.

1. Adopt a long-term vision: the world we live in is constantly changing and adapting.
Innovation projects take time to bring results. Successful entrepreneurs like Elon Musk and
Jeff Bezos attribute their success to an ability to adopt a long time frame. Consider life like a
game of chess - those who emerge victorious are those who strategically plan ahead. 3.
2. Act fast and be decisive: As important as it is to avoid making rash decisions, times of crisis
require steely determination and ruthless decisiveness. Hesitation is simply not an option.
3. Decentralise your control: one pitfall of crisis leadership is wanting to take on too much and
having too much control over decisions and processes. Be aware that this will only slow
down your organisation’s response and create frustration among employees. Trust your
staff and give them the autonomy they need to make a difference. 2.
4. People first approach: “crises are called crises because they affect people”. Don’t get caught
up with numbers and statistics. Treat your employees with respect and honesty and it will
pay off in the long run. Every crisis has heroes and villains - which one do you want to be?2
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Organisation
8 tips for leading in a crisis
5. Develop your workforce: Start by thinking about what skills your workforce will require in
years to come (adaptability, interpersonal skills, digital skills). Bear in mind some of the
immediate challenges facing your employees: burnout, productivity drops from remote
working, feedback through digital platforms. Find appropriate learning strategies and tools
to help your staff adjust to the new normal in the short term and to make your organisation
proficient and future proof.
6. Build on your innovative spirit: periods of change create momentum for innovative
behaviour. This innovation spirit needs to be celebrated and embedded in your culture - don’t
rest on your laurels!
7. Rethink “competition” and join ecosystems: the arrival of digital platforms has led to shift in
our understanding of the term “competition”. The days of war and sabotage are behind us.
We need to embrace the concept of cooperative ecosystems, where we may collaborate
with our competitors, pool our insights and combine our knowledge, establish industry
specific networks and highly complementary value chains to create true value for customers.
8. Engage with clients: as a leader you should be close to your customers, big and small. You
should personally give them a call and run webinars.
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Organisation: Learning and
Development
“The responsive leader seeks input and encourages all employees to be part of this
curious and explorational way of adapting to the future; and to shaping the future. The
leaders allow the employees to experiment to gather learning moments, and strives to
make everybody a part of this movement. It is not enough that innovative thinking
happens in R&D or in special project labs. The approach to shaping the future should be
something, that everybody is part of.”
More than ever before, lifelong learning is of vital importance to organisational success.
The covid-19 crisis has accelerated the digital transformation of many work processes
and in doing so, it has increased the need for employees to upskill, learn and adapt. The
ways employees are learning and the learning tools and opportunities available to them
have also changed since the beginning of the lockdown. What has the crisis taught us
about digital learning? How can companies build a positive learning culture to develop
the required for organisational success?

Unlock your potential
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Organisation: Learning and Development
Predicting the future of L&D: lessons learned from the lockdown?

The skillsets of the future:
3 core skillsets and related skills

Digital works:
During the lockdown many companies, previously skeptical of digital learning, were forced to
adopt online learning solutions. The practical advantages of digital learning was there to be
seen: employees can learn what they want, when they want without the need to commit to a
strict planning.

ACTION-ORIENTED

COMMUNICATOR

ENTREPRENEURIAL
Blended Learning is the future:
However, the lockdown also taught us that we need real social interactions. The value of social
and collaborative face-to-face learning can never fully be replaced by digital solutions. The postlockdown conclusion appears to be that blended learning - that is, learning that includes both
face-to-face and digital components will be the future of learning. The debate on digital versus
face-to-face learning is over - we need both. We need to look at which skills are best learnt
online or in a classroom setting and how we can accompany employees in their transition
towards digital learning.

DIGITAL SAVVINESS

PROBLEM SOLVING

RESPONSIBLE

CREATIVE

ANALYTICAL
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COLLABORATIVE

CRITICAL THINKER

Organisation: Learning and Development
It is widely accepted that a learning culture which enables agility and flexibility is a key
component of any successful business. Here are some considerations for how to build a culture
that helps to facilitate employee upskilling.
1. Resources: provide your employees the tools they need to acquire the skills that help them
perform better. Use a learning platform that enables peer-to-peer knowledge sharing,
content creation, tracking and feedback
2. Promote informal learning: encourage employees to engage in microlearning and provide
opportunities for social informal learning into the workplace: providing effective feedback
on tasks, encouraging collaboration and group projects.
3. Create a positive learning climate and adopt a growth mindset: 3 starting with leadership
and psychological safety (to read more follow link https://www.crossknowledge.com/
webinar/a-climate-for-learning-six-dimensions-totarget#:~:text=Anja%20Emonds%20is%20a%20talented,effect%20of%20their%20learning
%20platforms.)
Still we apply many work methods that originate in the first industrial revolution, while the
fourth industrial is not so industrial anymore but a digital service economy.
If you want to make work of of your learning organization, The High impact learning for learning
that last (HILL) model by Dochy (Leuven university/ Maastricht University) is a great start.
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Image source : https://thefutureorganization.com/140-top-ceos-say-these-are-the-most-crucial-challenges-for-future-leaders/

Ecosystem

Ecosystems
When we speak of the ecosystem it can be
rather confusing. With ecosystem some point
to the corporate ecosystem, as how the
organization functions. When others speak of
an ecosystem it can refer to the
entrepreneurial ecosystem or even the
complete set of external stakeholders (people
& planet).

In a crisis, one needs to find new ways to solve pressing problems and at the
same time build a positive reputation. We know that solutions to complex
problems may come for non-conventional sources. We cannot know it all.
The recent burst of open innovation, however, reminds us of the massive
potential that open innovation comes with — whether you’re in a crisis or not.
Open innovation has the potential to widen the space for value creation: It
allows for many more ways to create value, be it through new partners with
complementary skills or by unlocking hidden potential in long-lasting
relationships.

Open innovation
Despite the enthusiasm, companies rarely followed through on open

The opposed is the closed product innovation
funnel. World changes are so ample that if
you want to lead you need to open up and be
humble for partnerships with all kind
organizations and create an ecosystem
around such an idea/product. All parties
should (equally) benefit. You don’t know it all,
you can’t know it all, but you can leverage all.
Open innovation is the agility to work with
external partners.

innovation. We have witnessed how companies have used hackathons and
other forms of open innovation to generate heaps of creative ideas that never
reach the point of implementation, leading to frustration among employees
and partners. At many companies this kind of distributed, decentralized, and
participatory way of innovating remains an ambition that hasn’t yet come true.
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Competition
As we adopt a wider definition of ecosystem, we see other players in the market. Those we
compete with for the resources and recipients in the ecosystem. Competition is great for a
healthy ecosystem, and as Darwin said it is not the strongest or most intelligent that
survives, but the most responsive. To be responsive, one need to be fully aware of the threats
of a business world in tremendous development, but also see it as an unprecedented
opportunity to rethink and redesign the existing structures and practises of the business
model, the organization, and the delivery methods. Competitors can clearly by a threat, but
also an opportunity.
We have seen companies quickly changing production lines or even building complete new
ones within a number of weeks. they also entered new markets, whether it be face masks or
ventilators. This has shown that organizations are capable of entering markets. It shows that
competition can come from everywhere. Both from existing players in other markets, to
startups to open source projects, think of Decathlon masks used for respiration with the help
of 3D printed valves.
Although we might be more focused on our own organization, the market shake-up shifts
needs and opens up for new competitors. This requires active scouting.
On the longer -term as pointed out earlier your competitive power is made today.
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4. Ready to act?

Leading and learning into a
sustainable future
There is one single act to transform your organization, that one is that
leadership should create a learning organization.
One that opens up for changes, based on facts. Instead of one that is driven
by feelings turning into office politics and culture protecting the status quo.
A game that rewards the short-term and avoiding risk, in which individuals
play cards on who is to take the blame and shame, an who takes the fame.
These rules are created, and can only be changed by the leaders.
We need much more an organization with playing fields for different teambased games. In which learning (growth mindset) is the core attitude.
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Leading and learning into a
sustainable future
As we have seen, we humans tend to act on the short-term, by ignoring warning signs
(ostrich) we get into trouble. Time is a key factor, and it is the job of leaders to act in time.
We need to choose and back those leaders that have such a long-term vision, that put the
ecosystem and well-being at the core.
We do not know what the next crisis will be. After the COVID crisis we will be better
prepared for respiratory pandemic, but that is just one of many kind of crises we can
imagine. There are climate alarms ringing everywhere, we see inequality and political shifts.
“People worry that computers will get too smart and take over the world, but the real
problem is that they're too stupid and they've already taken over the world.” says AI expert
Pedro Domingos.
We do not have a crystal ball, but we do know what to do. No matter what kind of crisis is
next, and everyone can do this. Make your organization responsive, invest in organizing
yourself in agile and lean ways so you can surf the waves. You can also act so you will slow
down or even avoid a crisis. Turn your business rapidly in a regenerative system, a system
that eats CO2.
If you drive through heavy mist it is wise to slow down and drive carefully, even better is to
be in a plane and just fly through clear sky over the cloud. You cannot drive the mist away,
but you can make sure you are in a plane and the car.
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Everything is different. Different is normal.

Five jobs most in-demand jobs
after COVID-19

As we enter a unique window of opportunity to shape the recovery, we need to review the priorities of
societies, the nature of business models and the management of a global commons. The Great Reset
initiative from the World Economic Forum has a set of dimensions to build a new social contract that honours
the dignity of every human being.

1. Head of technology

This is the moment is not only become more responsive to change, we should become regenerative. Clean
up the mess we have made on mother earth, and move from extract value and exploit, to system of
exchanging value with people and planet. 1

2. Head of customer services/experience

An innovation culture is a resilience culture. It is not built overnight. It depends on a long-term investment in
purpose, people and process. And while most senior executives agree it is their goal in theory, in practice
many are still far behind the curve. The idea of culture is so conceptual, it can be hard to know where to start.
Companies with more resilience tend to include forward-looking metrics such as degree of workforce
reskilling 2
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Lead authentic and with purpose
Set long-term metrics - this will change your mindset (long-term stock exchange)
Communicate straightforward and future horizons
Create and affirm the conditions for people to learn
Stop 9-5 attendance - it is a meme from the industrial age
Stop the commute - save stress and the environment
Organize small informal meetings and leaders should join
Call clients regularly ask them how you can help them, small things can be big
Offer reskilling to workforce

From barricading against cyberattacks, to bolstering
customer service through artificial intelligence (AI).

Customer services has helped limit customer
frustration and create a positive experience.

3. Head of culture and wellbeing
The current crisis has promoted the need for more
empathy, mental health, and understanding in
business.

4. Head of comm
Communication skills, or lack of it, can make or break a
company.

5. Head of data and insights
Successful future business and crisis management
strategies should be fuelled by data and insights.
source: https://www.raconteur.net/risk-management/crisis-management-team?

For more inspiration, check out the Big Reset Playbook by HR expert Josh Bersin.

utm_source=email&utm_medium=Newsletter&utm_campaign=Weekly&utm_term=July-09&utm_cont
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Do you fail to act?
Now you have read all of this it is your turn to start building your strategy to not
become a zombie business by acting like an ostrich. The Board of Innovation has made
a great report that is a real kickstart to get you going.
The Strategy Sprint offers 3 perspectives to get started:
STOP
The first step is to STOP running around for a moment. STOP comes from the marines
and is the first thing you need to do when lost. It stand for Sit, Think, Observe/ orient
and Plan. This allows for an understanding of your basic needs and motives, and
contributes to a clear understanding of future scenarios, your leadership style and why
you do what you do
1. Sit still in a quiet room for 3 minutes, breathe deep and follow your breath, don’t
control it. This is clearing the brain. If you walk the same street everyday, you don’t
see it anymore. We don’t learn this meditation, but science has proven time after
time the effectiveness.
2. Rate the impact and your readiness level with the Board of Innovation Checklist
3. Come up with way to help employees and clients finding their place in the new
normal taking their situation into account.
4. Discover trends and create visions to prepare for the future
5. Design experiments and quick-actions to create the conditions for a successful
future
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Don’t be a
zombie

How to create your strategy guidelines for a sprint
Always ready for the future (Development SPRINT)
● Get a strategy in a high pace from immature to mature high-performing teams, using skills
for communication and strategy sprint techniques.
● Check the Remote Design Sprint Guide 1
● Embed actions to grow and develop strategies that empower people
● Embed actions to execute and iterate on the strategy in the process

Organizational perspective (PROGRESS)
● Come up with activities to involve all stakeholders in setting the direction (via OKRs or
other kinds of relative targets)
● Change behaviors – Identify limiting structures and skills gaps
● What is missing to become a Learning organization where it's ok to make mistakes and
learn from them (requires a platform of Psychological Safety)

For ideas how to redesign your organization check this report by the Board of Innovation
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Need support to get started?
1. Commit to strategy, and run a sprint with us
2. Get your innovations support to fill your skill gaps
3. Train and learn to innovate with our expert innovation workshops

More you can find on :

https://servicesciencefactory.com/futurize-your-business-landingpage/
www.startup-spirit.com
Our tracks to get your future ready

Futurize your business

Innovator Accelerator

Speculative Futures

A strategy design sprint

Your innovation
adventure

From the future
to today

“There is a great connection between the way we depict space
and the way we behave in it.”
— David Hockney
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INNOVATOR ACCELERATOR
ACCELERATE YOUR PATH TO GROWTH
I am ready to embark on an
enticing, practical voyage of
discovery in order to drive and
lead innovation. Let’s explore and
aim for the summit together!

INTRODUCTION
Innovation is a discovery journey. As an innovator, you embark on an expedition, where you
need to ﬁnd your path through uncharted
territory. It takes empathy, creative thinking,
strategic vision, perseverance, resilience,
leadership and navigation to reach your goal.��
You can select from three tracks to immediately experience and practice critical survival skills
and mindset. You will work on your own
projects while enjoying amazing (in)sights.

DIPLOMA
TRACK

WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT

OUR VALUES

Do you want to climb new heights in uncharted territory and
make real impact? Each track empowers you to do the best job
possible in your innovation role. They skill and gear you up to
manage real everyday and future challenges. You will be guided
by outstanding and battered leaders from science and practice.
Get inspired and learn from innovation thought leaders and
practitioners.

We oﬀer an experience that includes:
Oﬀ and online learning
Work with Global Thought leaders
onsite learning at startup places
Work on your own project
Beneﬁt from science and practice
Become part of a growing innovation ecosystem
Learn from peers

GET CERTIFIED�
This executive diploma track is delivered by UMIO, part of
Maastricht University School of Business and Economics, a triple
crown certiﬁed university, RWTH Business School, Startup Spirit
and partners. Bringing the best of knowledge, research and practice to you.

1

Navigate complexity

3

Personal growth

2

Dynamic connections

4

Futurized practice

Lorem ipsum

BASECAMP HIMALAYA
BUILDING INNOVATION
Build your startup

How do I run my innovation
project to achieve better and
faster results?

MT. EVEREST
TRACK

1

EXPEDITION MOON

DRIVING INNOVATION

BACKPACK

As (corporate) innovator you will be
geared up and learn to apply a practical
roadmap to create impact faster, better
and in a co-creative way.
• Apply leading innovation methodologies in order to eﬀectively discover,
create, test and scale up ideas in fast
pace. Design thinking, lean start up and
business model design.
• Design your optimal innovation
success formula
• Skilled as innovation expedition
leader
• Business model building
• 360 Experience covering empathy,
leading teams, entrepreneurship, experimentation, creativity, measuring
progress and stakeholder management

2

Create your innovation
programme

BACKPACK

As an innovation leader your journey prepared
you to:
• Steer for innovation action geared towards
achieving results
• Design and lead a strategic innovation
programme (Portfolio management)
• Drive the imagination of the future
design, and lead an disruptive)- innovation
strategy
• Create the entrepreneurial
mindset and culture
• Design and test structures and processes
for innovation
• Design and test a strategic corporate
Innovation Ecosystem
• Track performance and Impact through
innovation accounting
• Eﬀective leadership & stakeholder management

How do I get my teams to work
better and faster? How do we
remove corporate barriers? How
do we engage the organization?

Become the future leader

How do global trends impact
your business? How do you
grow a sustainable culture to
become responsive and agile

TRACK

3

BACKPACK

Become the leader of tomorrow today. Learn how
to translate your bold space view on major trends to
your organization. This expedition grows your
mindset and equips you with the right leadership
competences to create an organization that is
always ready to win the business of tomorrow. You
will be guided by coaches and peers to:
• Eﬀectively lead and inspire in transformation and
ambiguity.
• Create the critical conditions for high impact and
high performance transformation.
• Create, lead and manage a strategic
programme and portfolio
• Design and update your organization’s
strategy in a continuous (agile and lean) way and
foster a sustainable culture
• Develop your company’s unique vision, culture
and ecosystem success formula with your personal
coach and help from peers to always be ready for
tomorrow.

TIME

TIME
•
•

LEADING TRANSFORMATION

TRACK

•
•
•

4 innovation sprints of 4 days.
6 months of startup discovery
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4 innovation sprint of 4 days.
3 months innovation programme design
Intensive coaching

TIME

•
4 in-depth transformation session (2,5 days)
•
Strategic innovation leadership online sessions
•
Intensive coaching (personal & peer2peer; online;
best practice from industry)

WHAT WOULD BE THE COST IF
YOU DO NOT INVEST IN YOUR
FUTURE?
Feel free to connect, have a chat and exchange thoughts on how you
can become a leader in learning and innovation
Would you like to find out your personal learning needs? Or do you
have specific questions about the report? Don’t hesitate to reach out.
I’m happy to offer you further information and advise!

T +31 6 483 83 28
E l.spits@maastrichtuniversity.nl

Did you know that only 1% of all business schools worldwide
are Triple Crown accredited by AACSB, EQUIS, and AMBA?

Author : Rob Aalders Design: Rob Aalders

LOEKA SPITS
Programme Coordinator
UMIO, Maastricht University
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